
Days Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Conditions will be fairly benign after seas and winds decrease Friday into Saturday. High pressure will settle in with  gentle to 
moderate winds in most sections and slight seas.  Relatively benign conditions should persist through the middle of next week
although winds, and therefore seas, should begin to increase Wednesday in response to lowering pressures over the Plains. 
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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Gale force winds and high seas are possible over most of the Gulf today into tomorrow. A surface low has formed along a cold 
front in response to a deep upper trough moving in from the west.  As the surface low deepens and moves into the 
southeastern states today, W-NW winds west of the front are forecast to increase. Wind speeds in the western and central  
Gulf are expected to increase to 30-35 knots today,  and then to 35-40 knots overnight.  These conditions will spread into the 
east by early Friday.  Seas will respond, with significant wave heights of 18-22 feet expected in some deep water locations.  
This low will move on to the north and conditions will settle down fairly rapidly, with moderate seas in the west by late Friday
evening, in central sections early Saturday morning, and in the east Saturday afternoon. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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